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Super Analytics, Super Easy

Int roducing IBM DB2 10.5 wit h BLU Accelerat ion
By Sam Lightstone, Guy Lohman and Berni Schief er | Published April 3, 2013
Imagine a database technology that gives you 10-20 times f aster perf ormance right out of the box,
requires dramatically less storage, and nearly eliminates the need f or tuning. Too good to be true?
Not anymore.
IBM® DB2® 10.5 with BLU Acceleration changes everything. T his revolutionary technology f or complex
analytic queries originated in the Blink project at IBM Research f or in-memory, hardware-optimized analytics.
It was then perf ected and seamlessly integrated with DB2 through a collaboration between DB2 product
development, the IBM Systems Optimization Competency Center, and IBM Research—adding columnar
processing, broader SQL support, I/O and CPU ef f iciencies, and integration with the DB2 SQL compiler,
query optimizer, and storage layer. BLU Acceleration is all about reducing costs and improving time-to-value
by making complex analytics f aster, easier, and more resource-f riendly.

Making complex analytics f aster
While the speed improvements that BLU Acceleration delivers vary by server, workload, and data
characteristics, 10-20 times perf ormance improvements are common. What’s really exciting is that no tuning
is required on DB2 10.5 to achieve these results.
Workload

Speedup using DB2 10.5 with BLU Acceleration

Financial services (Linux)

46.8x

European analytic ISV (IBM AIX®)

37.4x

North American analytic ISV (Linux)

13.0x

Banking (AIX)

6.1x

Food manufacturer (Linux)

5.6x

Analytics benchmark (AIX)

3.0x

Table 1. Performance increases for a set of workloads measured on DB2 10.5 with BLU Acceleration
compared against traditional row-organized processing with optimal indexing on the same server. Based on
customer testing.

Overall perf ormance is of ten skewed by outliers—those f ew queries that seem to run much longer than
others. BLU Acceleration actually provides the biggest speed boost to those queries having the longest
execution times. IBM has f ound that perf ormance in DB2 10.5 is of ten at least three times less variable than
traditional business intelligence systems because access plans f or column-organized tables are simplif ied.
Although BLU Acceleration is in-memory optimized, it is not main memory-limited. BLU Acceleration is highly
optimized f or accessing data in RAM, but perf ormance won’t suf f er as data size grows beyond RAM.
T hese remarkable benef its are achieved by combining columnar and vector processing, operating on
compressed data, caref ully exploiting modern microprocessor designs, and accessing memory ef f iciently.
T he result is a system that simultaneously looks and f eels like DB2 while being in-memory optimized, CPUoptimized, and I/O-optimized.

Making complex analytics easy
When developing DB2 with BLU Acceleration, IBM’s mantra has been “super analytics, super easy.” T his
means the f ocus was on making DB2 easy and intuitive to use, similar to IBM’s work involving query speeds.
T he goal was to allow users to create and load their tables and then immediately start running queries—
which is achieved using a new single registry setting, DB2_WORKLOAD=ANALYT ICS. Once set—ideally
bef ore creating the database—DB2 automatically adapts resources, conf iguration, workload management,
and storage parameters to optimize resource consumption f or the target server. It also enables BLU
Acceleration by def ault, creating all new user tables in column-organized f ormat. Subsequently, users
simply load data to run their queries, without the need f or tuning.
It’s not just the setup that’s easier, either. T here’s less ongoing maintenance to worry about. T here are no
indexes or materialized query tables (MQTs) to def ine or tune. Storage is automatically f reed and returned
to the system f or reuse as data is deleted over time. Even the compression algorithms will automatically
adapt to changing data patterns.
You can easily convert tables to the column-organized f ormat using the new db2convert command-line
utility or by leveraging similar tooling in IBM Data Studio 4.1, which can convert any number of tables f rom
row to column organization.

Figure 1. IBM Data Studio 4.1 lets DBAs convert tables from row to column organization quickly and easily.

You can do most of the typical tasks you’re used to in DB2. T here’s no need to change the SQL in existing
applications because BLU Acceleration reuses the same SQL compiler and optimizer. Most utilities—
including LOAD, INGEST , EXPORT , BACKUP and REST ORE, ROLLFORWARD, and many others—work as
usual. In addition, DB2 10.5 introduces an exciting new f eature: the ability to mix row-organized and columnorganized tables in the same storage (that is, tablespace), buf f erpool, schema, and even within the same
SQL statement. However, testing shows that the perf ormance of any analytics query is best if all the tables
ref erenced in that query are column-organized.

Making complex analytics more resource-f riendly
DB2 10.5 with BLU Acceleration introduces automatic workload management when
DB2_WORKLOAD=ANALYT ICS is set. T his f eature ensures that while any number of queries may be
submitted by applications, only a controlled number are allowed to consume resources simultaneously. By
providing more resources per query, queries can zip through the system without competing with each other
f or memory, locks, CPU, and I/O bandwidth. As a result, all queries run f aster—even under heavy load.
BLU Acceleration also reduces storage requirements in a number of important ways. First, since no
secondary indexes or MQTs are needed on column-organized tables, you save storage space. Second, BLU
Acceleration exploits multiple compression techniques on each column, including separate order-preserving,
f requency-encoded dictionaries, and of f sets (or “deltas”) f rom dictionary elements to compress each value
to just a f ew bits. T his approach allows multiple values to f it into a machine word.
T hese patented techniques permit DB2 to not only store the data more ef f iciently, but also to better
process it while it is still compressed. BLU Acceleration applies predicates, perf orms joins, and does
grouping, all on the compressed values of column-organized tables. T his combination brings together all
resources—I/O bandwidth, buf f erpools, memory bandwidth, processor caches, and even machine cycles—
through single-instruction, multiple data (SIMD) operations.

Figure 2. BLU Acceleration dramatically reduces storage requirements for analytics databases, typically by 10
times compared to uncompressed data in traditional databases.

When to use BLU Acceleration
If you have a workload that exclusively executes deep analytic queries, then the decision is easy: use BLU
Acceleration. If your workload is somewhat mixed, then the Workload Table Organization Advisor in IBM
Data Studio 4.1 can analyze your workload and recommend which tables should take advantage of this new
technology.

Figure 3. Optim Query Workload Tuner 4.1 can help you analyze workloads and decide when to use BLU
Acceleration.

You’ll have to try DB2 10.5 with BLU Acceleration to f ully appreciate just how f ast your queries will run, how
simple it is to administer, and how small your column-organized tables can be compressed. We are
conf ident you will be pleased with your improved time-to-value.

Resources
To learn more, visit the DB2 Technology Preview.
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